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WINTERIZE YOUR BIKE and yourself

 

Narrow vs. Wide Tires (Road vs. Mountain Bike)

Most people prefer mountain bike tires, which are wider and tend to have knobby treads. In snow (and other soft, squishy 

surfaces) they will have the best traction as the knobs poke into the surface, digging in for improved grip. However, there are 

several caveats:

- Some prefer narrow road tires since these are able to sink through snow to get purchase with the pavement, whereas 

mountain bike tires may just ‘swim’ on the loose material without getting much purchase. 

- Mountain bike tires are larger and have more rolling resistance. In other words, due to their size, the tire will deform more 

as it presses against the road, creating more friction as the tire rolls. (Making your pedalling less efficient)

- Knobby treads, when used on hard surfaces, (ie. Without snow) can make handling and traction terrible (and dangerous) 

while cornering. This is because knobs can bend under side loads.

If you own a road bike it is possible to get the best of both worlds; there are a few knobby tires available in 700x30. 

Studded Tires

If you plan to bike on ice (for whatever reason) consider using studded tires.

For normal road use, studded tires are noisy and have increased rolling resistance. In the city, you will probably not have 

many chances to use them. But if you are terrified of ice or just like the idea of studs, consider maintaining a separate set of 

wheels (or just a spare front wheel) so you can change the whole wheel, which is faster than changing the tire. 

It is possible to make your own studded tires – instructions can be found online.

Zip Ties

If you have: no brake, or a hub/disk brake on your rear wheel,you can use zip ties to improve traction.

- Zip tie every other rim section between spokes (range: 1 per 3 spokes or 1 per 1; depending on ice) on only rear wheel.

- Tighten just enough to keep from moving, without pinching tire.

- Make sure tie clasp is facing toward hub, trim off extra cable.

Mixing and Matching Tires

If you bike in conditions that are sometimes dry and sometimes wet/snowy, (or if you don’t feel like buying two winter tires) 

consider mixing and matching:

- Keep a slick tire on your rear wheel, and put a knobby tire on your front wheel. This way you have traction where you need 

it (to steer) in snow, without increasing rolling resistance too much or compromising traction in dry conditions.

Nice if you don’t like getting wet while biking. Being wet is the winter rider’s worst threat.

There are a wide variety to choose from, each with different coverage and method of installation. 

When buying fenders, consider how they will install; how much clearance you have available between the tire and the frame. 

Front fenders can either attach underneath the fork, or underneath the downtube.

Campaign posters are ideal fender material. Be creative! 

Even though you will definitely get noticed while riding your bike in winter, you can never be too safe on the road.

There are a wide variety of fancy lights/lighting systems to make your bike more visible.

LEDs are the standard, though, since they are cheap, bright, and long-lasting.

They can be set on flashing or steady modes;

- a flashing light is 3-5 times more visible than a steady light, but studies have shown that drunk drivers are attracted to 

them, and that people tend to underestimate the distance to them. You choose!



Lubricant should be used on any exposed moving parts. High-viscosity lubricant is best, since thick, viscous lubricant tends 

to become sticky in the cold. Parts which must be lubricated are:

- The drivetrain: chain, derailleurs, chainwheel, and cog/sprockets: these parts are most exposed to dirt, sand, slush, and 

water. Since lubricant will break down and wash off easily in winter conditions, these parts must be cleaned and re-lubricated 

regularly. 

- Cables and housing: these should be lubricated by exposing the cable in the housing and squirting lubricant onto the cable, 

so it can slide through the housing. Squeeze brake cable or shift gears repeatedly to work lubricant down through housing. 

- Freewheel mechanism: remove freewheel from rear wheel, squirt lubricant into mechanism. This may require shop tools to 

open up the mechanism. Single-speed freewheel mechanisms can be accessed with a pin spanner. Freehub mechanisms 

require disassembly of the hub, and are more difficult to service.

Grease should be applied on every threaded part of your bike. Apply LIBERAL amounts of grease to any ball bearing 

assembly. Riding in the city during winter means exposing your bike to a combination of salt and water, nature’s recipe for 

rust and seized parts. Cleaning, greasing and lubricating your bike regularly will insure that your bike stays in riding condition 

during winter and ready for spring.

Low handlebars are a bad idea, since they shift your weight toward the front of the bike, placing more weight over the front 

wheel. This reduces traction over the rear wheel, which can destabilize you as you ride. 

Try to pedal smoothly and relax your upper body, especially on ice and soft snow.

When the bike starts going sideways, make small corrections rather than oversteering and weaving down the road. Practice 

riding in a straight line when the weather is good so it's easier under bad conditions.

Road ice can provide lots of traction or very little. Learn how the different types look and sound. Try not to brake hard on 

slippery road, or if you must, use only your rear brake. Watch for dry patches where you can do your braking and turning.

Always keep your bike vertical and avoid leaning in your turns by shifting your center of gravity towards the opposite 

direction.

The best way to keep your bike in good shape during and after winter is to bring it inside and let it dry whenever you can. 

Prepare a spot in your home where you can store your bike after your commute. Use old rugs or towels under your bike to 

absorbe the melting snow. Wipe your bike dry and clean with a rag after every ride. If it doesn’t have the time to dry, leave it 

outside to prevent rust. If road salt starts accumulating on various moving parts,  consider rinsing your bike in your bathtub 

and carefuly drying it afterwards. Remember that water and salt will dammage your bike.

Yes, fixed gear bikes (aka fixies or track bikes) and single speed bikes (that still coast) make really good winter bikes. By 

their mechanical simplicity and minimal amount of moving parts, they greatly reduce chances of winter breakdowns. Fixed 

gear bikes also have the advantage of stability on slippery road because they force you to control your speed while keeping 

your center of gravity centered on your bike. However appealing they may be, riding a fixed gear bike is dangerous without 

serious knowledge and lots of practice. “Fixing” your trendy vintage road frame is not as simple as it looks and requires 

professional assistance. Don’t fall victim to the trend, be conscious of the implications and make knowledgeable decisions.

The best alternative to regular derailleurs are bikes equipped with an internally geared hub. They provide all the advantages 

of a commonly geared bike with no need for service. They make great winter machines, but they are also quite expensive. 

While a few bikeshops in Montreal started selling some bikes equiped with internal gears, they are still much more common 

in Europe.



One of the biggest mistakes that people make is overdressing. Exercise generates heat (and sweat). If you are slightly cool 

when you step outside for your ride, you'll likely be comfortable when riding. Everyone has a particular metabolism, physical 

condition and riding style that affects how you warm up; you’ll have to experiment to figure out what works for you. 

Dress in layers to regulate temperature throughout the ride. As it warms up, remove layers. When it starts to cool down as 

the sun goes down, put them back on. Zippers are very important for temperature regulation. Tops with long front zippers 

and jackets with pit zips allow a rider to be comfortable through a varied range of temperatures, simply by opening or closing 

the zippers.

Top and bottom

Your outer layer on top and bottom  should have a windproof front and breathable sides and rear. Your base layer (against 

your skin) and mid-layers should be synthetics or wool. Cotton in these layers will feel wetter and colder than the above 

materials. Base layers that wick moisture away from the body help you stay dryer and therefore warmer. Many years ago 

wool was a staple of any cyclist's wardrobe. Wool wicks well and stays resilient when it gets wet. It's warm in cool weather, 

and is surprisingly comfortable in warmer conditions. It's also one of the best fabrics to wear in rainy conditions, since it will 

keep you warm even when wet. For your legs, a pair of tights or long johns under regular pants will do great for a short 

commute if you don’t want to carry your wardrobe around with you. Rule of thumb: stay dry, windproof and dress in layers 

like a skier would. 

Feet

Cold or wet feet are probably the worts condition that you want to ride with. As a base layer, avoid cotton socks that trap 

moisture in your shoes or boots. Merino wool socks are ideal as a base layer. Do not start layering socks in excess for you 

will make your feet sweat and than freeze in the winter cold. You also have to leave space for your toes to jiggle around; a 

shoe that is too tight restricts circulation and makes the feet even colder. Try to find boots that are waterproof and 

comfrotable to ride a bike in. If you don’t want to wear boots, consider wearing  booties over your shoes. Neoprene booties 

have the advantage of being warm and insulated, but they quickly become sweaty, wet and cold. Waterproof booties are 

usally enough to keep your feet dry and windproof. If your feet get cold, get off and run with your bike!

Hands

Gloves have the advantage of freedom of movement that is necessary for bike maneuvers like braking and shifting. 

However, they are much colder than any pair of mittens. A pair of lobster gloves is probably the best alternative: they allow 

you to control a bike while keeping your fingers warm. If you still prefer wearing gloves, try wearing a liner (wool or synthetic) 

underneath a pair of cross-country ski gloves.

Head 

A headband or a thinner hat will fit easily under your helmet if you loosen the strap. If you still have trouble, consider 

removing your helmet’s interior padding. Facemasks and neckwarmers are sometimes necessary on cold and windy days. 

Balaclavas are also great at keeping the heat in and preventing your face from frost bites. If you’re overheating, uncovering 

your head is usually the simplest way to dump heat. If you get too cold, try taping over the vents of your helmet with stickers 

or a windproof helmet cover.

Eyewear

Sunglasses are useful when snowy or wet roads become reflective surfaces that blind you on a sunny day. If you are riding 

in a headwind, falling snow or rain, eye protection is also very helpful. Try wearing lab googles; they may look weird, but they 

are great at protecting your eyes from the dirty, slushy and salty city snow. 

When your out in the cold, your body consumes a lot of energy to keep itself warm making you therefore more susceptible to 

dehydration, which makes us more prone to hypothermia and frostbite. It's important to drink water frequently if you're riding 

for more than one hour. Below zero, cycling speeds generate enough wind chill to freeze exposed skin quickly. If parts of 

your face feel cold or numb, stop and warm them before they get frostbitten. Winter riding in the city has the advantage of 

providing lots shelter from the bitter cold: if you feel too cold, stop at a café or a convenience store before you freeze.
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